ANTIGENA EMAIL
Antigena Email will contain the threat either by locking malicious links or
flattening attachments, or even preventing an incoming email from reaching
the inbox entirely. All email tools will require a holistic view of the entire
environment, not just email data, to identify increasingly sophisticated email
threats in the years to come.
Antigena Email is the first and only solution that does this.
Visibility, Forensics, & Auditing
Antigena has far superior functionality around email visibility, forensics, and
auditing. This includes the ability in the interface to see which users have
clicked on links in an email, whether or not a message has been read, who
else has received certain emails, who users normally communicate with,
breakdowns of email headers, and more. Antigena also allows security teams
to remove live emails from inboxes if needed, which is not possible with many
other tools.
Incognito Email Defense
Email gateways also require organizations to change their ‘MX record’, which
means that any attacker can immediately see which tools are being used and
can craft their attacks accordingly. Antigena Email does not sit in line, so
attackers have less intel on your security stack and will be less likely to target
your organization
Auto-Prioritization of Key Individuals
Antigena Email understands who your users are, which means it can
automatically detect which users are high priority, which users are more likely
to be targeted, and which users have access to sensitive material. It will
therefore take an appropriate response to different users, rather than a single
response across the board.
Learning from Patient Zero
Antigena Email can uniquely detect an infection in the network (Patient Zero),
and automatically perform root cause analysis to see if it originated via email.
If so, it will instantly protect the business by stopping all other emails that are
part of the same camp.

Antigena Email will not only stop
less advanced, ‘known’ threats that
legacy defenses would, but it is also
best-in-class at stopping the
sophisticated threats that evade
legacy defenses by design such as:
• Spear phishing
• Social engineering &
impersonation
• Business Email Compromise
• Supply chain account
takeover
• External data loss
Get Started:
TBAS is offering a complimentary
30-day ‘Proof of Value’, allowing
you to discover the power of AI in
your own environment.
Upon installation, Antigena Email
will immediately begin learning the
‘pattern of life’ of every email user
across your organization. Our AI
self-learns by passively analyzing
real-time data, without using
historical attack training data, rules
or signatures.
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